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FREE IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP
with Jonas Kocher



WHAT KIND OF IMPROVISATION?

The work is based on listening, which forms the very core of any improvisation. Through a
sensitisation to the sound, a subtle tuning of the listening and an empiric sound research, 
the musicians slowly discover a freedom in producing sounds outside of standard tech-
niques. An intuitive and playful way of approaching music is brought forward, based on 
listening rather than intellect and virtuosity.

The workshop proposes an introduction to a creative music practice that questions the 
habits and notions of right or wrong. 

CONTENT OF THE WORKSHOP

The work is formed by collective and individual exercises as well as observations and dis-
cussions about the diferent sound situations experienced within the group. Teaching is 
structured and adapted according to the needs and capacities of the group. The unique 
group dynamic of each session is taken into account and the capacities of each parti-
cipant are carefully integrated. Through their active participation, musicians discover, 
question and learn at the same time.

This improvisation practice is in direct resonance with the musicians’ everyday practice, 
irrelevant of each one’s music style. Every musician can take beneft of it: development of
more conscious listening, gain in awareness of one’s own sounds and surroundings, 
quality improvement in terms of sound and stage presence and a growing capacity for 
abstraction.The workshop also provides a series of creative and powerful tools for music 
teachers. 

PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS

• Suitable for musicians of all levels, ages and styles
• For a group of 4 to 15 participants
• For a duration of one or several days
• The workshop can be held in English, German and French

Workshop leader Jonas Kocher has developed an original pedagogic practice around im-
provisation since 2008. He has given numerous workshops in Rome, Sarajevo, Belgrade, 
Pristina, Athens, at the Tbilisi State Conservatory, Georgia (2012), at the Music University 
of Lausanne, Switzerland (2010-2014). He was also invited as a lecturer for the students 
of the Master in Free improvisation at the Music Academy, Basel. 
Since 2017, Jonas Kocher is in charge of the free improvisation class of the department 
Music & Movement at Bern University of the Arts. He has worked with kids, teenagers, 
master students, amateur musicians and dancers. 



SOME FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS

“Thanks a lot for what you brought in the darkness of the theatre, this was a superb ex-
perience.” Luc B., Lausanne
 
“Thank you for your input! After working with you I stopped playing with ‘ideas’ and I feel 
very good!” Marina T. Basel

“Thank you so much Jonas (...) Thanks again also for the three days together, I really 
learned a lot.” Francesca N., Basel

Jonas Kocher is a sound artist and accordionist born in 1977. He is collaborating with 
personalities from various backgrounds and in numerous artistic and social contexts. His 
work explores issues such as the listening, space and perception as well as the integra-
tion of diferent kind of random elements. His specifc approach to his instrument involves
at the same time physicality and reduction, uncontrolled playing and high precision. 

Jonas Kocher has a strong interest in process oriented works and unstable situations. As 
a sound artist he has realised works that are situated between composed theatre, install-
ation and concert pieces. He got commissions from Ensemble Paul Klee, Biennale Bern 
2010 & 2017, Ensemble Phoenix Basel, etc. and regularly collaborates with musicians 
such Michel Doneda, Joke Lanz, Axel Dörner, Hans Koch, Jacques Demierre and many 
more. His work is well documented in more than 15 recordings on diferent labels world-
wide. 

www.jonaskocher.net
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CONTACT

jonas@jonaskocher.net
+41 79 308 10 67
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